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Let’s face it, pressure and working in the ARM industry go 

hand-in-hand.  If it’s not a compliance ruling, it’s shrinking 

margins, increasing legal settlements or collector turnover. 

When it comes to growing revenue in ARM, there is no shortage 

of reasons to feel like you are under considerable pressure.

ARM companies with plans and strategies in place that address 

these key challenges aren’t just staying afloat – they are thriving.  

Those that have foreseen the rising challenges have found a way 

to capitalize on the opportunity by focusing on one area: being 

data driven.

HOW ARM COMPANIES ENHANCE 
PROFIT WITH DATA-DRIVEN STRATEGY

ARM INDUSTRY PRESSURE
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Introduction

If a client or prospect asked you today, “what’s your 

data strategy as a company?  How is it different?”  

Would you be able to present a cohesive approach 

to leveraging data in your decision-making? For 

many ARM companies, that answer isn’t as clear as it 

should be.

 

ARM data strategy isn’t one thing, or one tactic.  It’s 

an ecosystem of data, that can and should impact: 

• Your approach to account prioritization

• Your use of data enrichment tools

• Workflow strategy using returned data

• Ongoing measurement and optimization 

DEFINING
DATA-DRIVEN

The Opportunity
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You’re buying data, and probably lots of it.  Today’s data 

providers would have you believe the more the merrier -- but 

for the bottom line savvy companies, that’s simply not true.

 

When it comes to spending on scrubbing, focusing on 

purchasing the right kind of data for each account matters 

most. You can evolve from data scrubbing to true account 

enrichment strategies by taking a different approach.

 

Innovative servicers to ARM recognize that ROI should drive 

those data decisions and package up consumer data with 

not just a score, but with a strategy, specific to their account 

history and platform capabilities.

TRUE ACCOUNT
ENRICHMENT

Strategy #1

Data is revolutionizing 
the ARM Industry: 74% of 
companies with advanced 

data strategies say they 
have a better market 

position than competitors
[ Harvard Business Review ]

Here’s a checklist of challenges that can help you start to think differently about your account 

enrichment strategy: 

There’s more to a data-driven strategy then just the account data you purchase, but it’s a critical 

component of profitability, differentiation, and being a top-ranked producer for your clients. 

Do I view my data partner as more than just a means to a right party contact?

Does my data partner help with a prioritization model (more than a score)?

Does my data provider help me drive the way we work accounts? 

Does my data partner arm me with marketing materials that help me show clients 

our comprehensive investment in data?

Do I have access to data ROI reporting based on collection rates, and does my data 

partner review the information with me regularly? 

CHALLENGE YOUR DATA

Getting Started
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Working smarter in the ARM Industry often means developing or purchasing 

an account scoring solution, something that can help you predict a 

propensity of a consumer to pay.

 

Scores can be used in everything from decision-making on how much 

effort to put into an account to building our collector queues that maximize 

return.  However, for many companies the propensity score has an 

element of mystery when it’s being applied.  Sure, you have scores that are 

sophisticated algorithms of consumer information, but does your score truly 

tell you how to interpret its meaning through models that predict payment 

and optimized/ideal workflows for each scoring scenario?

   

A score by itself is only telling part of the story.  What makes a score 

intelligent, and what makes an agency data-driven, is how those scores are 

constantly applied, measured, and perfected with optimal work effort to 

return.

DEMYSTIFY SCORING

Strategy #2

In a typical ARM company. 20% 

of accounts bring in more than 

60% of revenue.  Can you easily 

identify those accounts with 

your score?

The average improvement in 

collection rates when scoring is 

properly applied to workflows.

Top 20%

15%

Scoring is a great start to a differentiated data strategy that can set you apart in your 

performance and in your profitability.  Here are three ways to start applying the intelligence of 

your score today:

Create groupings by debt type and similar scores and apply a standard workflow 

to each group.  It’s important to test your approach early and often to continually 

improve.  A data partner can and should be helping you with these models and 

strategies. 

Predict your outcomes on any particular portfolio by determining which 20% of 

accounts will bring in that 60% of revenue. Once you have those accounts clearly 

identified, focus on working them appropriately, and stop focusing on the remaining 

accounts more than minimum required effort. 

Keep a close eye on your score performance, and make sure your vendor does, too.  

Does the score actually keep to its promise of accurately predicting propensity to pay? 

Is the paper profile you’re receiving from a client changing?  Ask your vendor to send 

you a monthly report, and if they can’t, it might be time to reconsider their value. 

APPLYING INTELLIGENCE

Getting Started
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You’ve probably heard the saying “innovate or die”; but, in ARM, it’s 

“optimize or die.” 

 Your business can’t continue functioning with old data strategies and 

workflows and expect to grow.  You need constant improvement in your 

approach -- and improvement that is based on what your data is telling you.

 

So, if you’re looking for a way to shift and grow this year, start by analyzing 

the data you have available about collection rates, client profitability, data 

enrichment spend, and your performance overall for clients.

OPTIMIZE, OPTIMIZE, AND 
OPTIMIZE SOME MORE

Strategy #3

There are several areas agencies can experience quick savings and optimize effort, include the 

areas of letter management, minimum treatment and account exhaustion strategies, account 

monitoring and more.  Here’s a few of the most commonly optimized workflows:

Proper number of letters 
requested by account

Age-of-account based

Minimum required effort

Exhaustion strategy

Evaluate pooled vs. 
ownership models

Measure and understand 
your profitability by client

Fuel letter campaigns 
with best address data

Fuel dialer campaigns 
with new contact data for 
attempts

Communicate your 
client’s portfolio analysis 
back to them

Letter Management: Treatment Strategies:

Dialer Optimization: Performance Reporting:

COMMON OPTIMIZATION EFFORTS

Getting Started
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A combination of data strategies that encompass the 

right consumer data, the maximum use of your scoring, 

and constant workflow evaluation and optimization 

will set your agency apart from performance to risk 

avoidance -- making growth inevitable.

 

Additionally, preparing for what’s on the horizon in 

our industry will give you a competitive advantage.  

Everything from artificial intelligence to omnichannel 

communications requires one foundational element: 

data.

DATA DRIVES GROWTH

Conclusion

Our primary mission at Intelitech is to apply analytics to 

help our clients attain clarity and overcome constraints. 

We work with hundreds of agencies across the nation to 

optimize effort, improve consumer reach, avoid risk, and 

evaluate performance.

 

To learn more, visit us as www.intelitechgroup.com or 

email us at consult@intelitechgroup.com 

THE INTELITECH GROUP
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